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Figure 1: New investments of enterprises by size 
class 

EUR billions; size class by number of full-time equivalent employ-
ees 

Note: The extrapolations by employment size class do not include 
companies from the other sectors. The individual data from the 
SME size classes, therefore, do not add up to the total sum of 
gross fixed capital formation indicated in the text. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2005-2015 
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Growing optimism is overcoming weak investment trend 

 Executive summary 

 German SMEs began to break out of the investment 
slump in 2014. The combination of growing confi-
dence in a sustained recovery in Germany and  
Europe and favourable financing conditions is mak-
ing an impact. SMEs will remain on a growth path in 
2015 as well. These are the findings of the 2015 
KfW SME Panel. 

 The low-interest environment is leading to a signifi-
cant rise in credit demand. More enterprises are ini-
tiating loan negotiations and requesting higher vol-
umes more frequently. Small businesses and ser-
vice providers are at the forefront of the demand up-
turn. Incentives to finance the investment growth 
with debt capital remain high. Credit continues to be 
very readily accessible. In a historic comparison, 
however, the propensity to borrow remains sub-
dued. 

 2014 failed to bring the major growth impetus that 
was hoped for. While their turnover increased mod-
erately, SMEs suffered significant declines, espe-
cially in markets outside Europe. Large SMEs were 
particularly hard-hit. Foreign sales in Europe stabi-
lised on a low level. Profitability rose again slightly. 
The equity ratio also crept up a notch. 

 German SMEs are fast approaching the next em-
ployment record. In combination with subdued turn-
over growth, however, the consequence is stagnat-
ing productivity growth. The required productivity 
boost across the broad SME sector has yet to ar-
rive. Manufacturing, Germany’s ‘productivity en-
gine’, is running out of steam for the time being. 

 Still, the outlook is positive, and expectations are 
improving slightly. Optimism is slowly returning to 
the SME sector. This gives reason to hope for more 
growth and further increasing investment. For that to 
occur, however, SMEs will need to have even more 
faith in sustained economic development in Germa-
ny and Europe, rely on continuing strong domestic 
demand and have a greater presence abroad. 

Germany is growing. For 2015 we expect growth of 
+1.8 %1, after already +1.6 % last year. The phase of 
economic weakness of the crisis years seems all but 
forgotten. The labour market is strong. Europe, too, is 
in recovery mode. But in the long term, prosperity and 

competitiveness require investment. Favourable fi-
nancing conditions and greater confidence in a sus-
tained economic recovery made a positive difference 
last year: SMEs climbed out of the investment slump. 

Investment 2014: significantly higher  
volumes … 
The low-interest environment has provided the ex-
pected strong impetus to small and medium-sized en-
terprises’ investment activity. The extremely fa-
vourable overall financing conditions in Germany are 
making a difference. 

Investment expenditure in new machinery, equipment 
and buildings (gross fixed capital formation) increased 
by EUR 14 billion or 10 % to EUR 158 billion (2013: 
EUR 144 billion). SMEs invested EUR 44 billion in 
second-hand goods, slightly less than the previous 
year (2013: EUR 46 billion). Overall investment ex-
penditure on new and second-hand machinery, 
equipment and buildings thus increased by EUR 
12 billion or 6 % to EUR 202 billion (2013: EUR 
190 billion). That is the highest level since the year 
2008. 
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Table 1: Investment volume, depreciation and net investment in the corporate sector 

EUR billions 

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

SMEs (enterprises with up to EUR 500 million annual turnover)       

   Gross fixed capital formation 165 139 143 156 145 144 158 

   Depreciation 120 116 106 110 125 112 110 

   Net investment +45 +23 +37 +46 +20 +32 +48 

   Investment coverage (in per cent) 137 119 134 142 116 129 144 

Large enterprises (annual turnover of more than EUR 500 million) 570 43 55 48 50 44 53 

   Gross fixed capital formation 175 149 166 180 189 187 192 

   Depreciation 167 176 191 206 189 206 213 

   Net investment +8 -27 -25 -26 +/-0 -19 -21 

   Investment coverage (in per cent) 105 85 87 88 100 91 90 

Note: Taking into account the major revision of national accounts and the associated modification to the concept of investment from the 2015 
reporting year. The revision cannot be applied to the investment and depreciation volumes of SMEs. Investment coverage describes the ratio of 
investment volume to depreciation. See endnotes 2 and 4 for further information. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2009-2015 

Figure 2: Types of investment in the SME sector 

Types of investment by number of full-time equivalent employees (share of investment volume in per cent) 

Note: Extrapolated from the number of employees to the investment volume in the SME sector. The category “Other” comprises, among others, 
innovation, rationalisation, renovation, restructuring and repairs. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2009-2015 
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According to calculations by KfW Research (taking in-
to account the revision of the national accounts and, 
accordingly, the changed concept of investments2), to-
tal gross fixed capital formation by enterprises in 
Germany in 2014 was around EUR 350 billion (+6 % 
on 2013).3 Large enterprises accounted for EUR 
192 billion – an increase of EUR 5 billion or just under 
3 % (Figure 1). Thus, the share of SMEs in all corpo-
rate investment was 45 % (+2 percentage points on 
the previous year). The share of small and medium-
sized enterprises in total gross fixed capital formation 
in all of Germany was 27 % (+1 percentage point on 
the previous year). 

… also lead to rising net investment 
The strong increase in new investment contrasts with 
an almost stable loss of value of the SMEs’ capital 
stock (depreciation, Table 1). Net investment4 was 
thus again positive, at +EUR 48 billion in 2014. As a 
consequence, investment coverage, the ratio of new 
investment volume to depreciation, increased to a 
sound level of 144 %. The opposite occurred in large-
scale enterprises. Given their significantly increased 
depreciations – amid expanded investment activity – a 
loss of substance can again be observed in this seg-
ment. 
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Figure 3: Average investment volume in 2014 by 
type of investment 

Figures representative of the year 2014, EUR 
 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2015 
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Figure 4: Proportion of SMEs that made invest-
ments 

Size classes by number of full-time equivalent employees 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2005-2015 
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Small SMEs in particular invest in expansion 
Growth in new investment is an indicator of enter-
prises’ increasing confidence in the development of 
the economy. The growth prospects for Germany are 
positive. As a result, expansion investment is there-
fore increasing again at the current margin (Figure 2). 
Fifty-three per cent of the total investment volume was 
dedicated to capacity expansion (+2 percentage 
points on 2013). Replacement investments decreased 
at the same time (-6 percentage points). 

At segment level, it is noticeable that in particular 
small SMEs have increasingly focused on expanding 
capacity for some years now. Large SMEs, in turn, 
have tended to be more reluctant and reduced their 
proportion for the second time in a row. 

It is a positive sign that capacities are being increas-
ingly enlarged. It indicates that existing capacity is be-
ing fully utilised as a result of growing demand. Ex-
pansion measures, which tend to be costly (such as 
the acquisition of an additional production line), create 
additional growth and make a significant contribution 
to SMEs’ future competitiveness. The year 2014 also 
repeatedly illustrated that expansions have a positive 
effect on overall new investment.5 When a business 
invests in capacity expansion, its overall investment is 
many times higher than in the case of pure replace-
ment investments (Figure 3). Enterprises that invested 
in replacements alone invested an average of EUR 
70,000 in 2014. Enterprises that invested in both re-
placements and expansion, on the other hand, invest-
ed EUR 206,000 – almost three times as much. 

 

... as companies remain reluctant to invest 
In 2014, 1.5 million SMEs invested in their business, 
slightly fewer than the year before. The propensity to 
invest – and the share of SMEs with investment pro-
jects – dropped by 1.3 percentage points to 41.7 % 
(2013: 43 %). The readiness of small and medium-
sized enterprises to invest has thus practically stag-
nated since 2009 (share of investors 2009–2014: 
around 43 % on average). For comparison: in the 
years 2007 / 2008 well over half of SMEs made in-
vestments.  

Small SMEs (with fewer than five employees) dis-
played a slightly lower willingness to invest (-1.3 per-
centage points on the previous year to 37.1 %). The 
biggest SMEs (with 50 and more employees), on the 
other hand, were able to maintain their already high 
level from the previous year. Their willingness to in-
vest increased by 1.2 percentage points to 84.2 %. In 
total, the investor gap between large and small SMEs 
– as a measure of the structural propensity to invest, 
which grows with company size – increased to 47 
percentage points. The figure was higher only once in 
the past ten years (in 2012, at almost 50 percentage 
points). 

In 2014 the investment projects were again more ex-
tensive on average than in the previous years. Enter-
prises invested an average of around EUR 132,000 
per project in 2014 – some 8 % more than the year 
before. Small SMEs increased their average in-
vestment volume by 21 % to some EUR 46,500, while 
the biggest SMEs invested 6 % more, or around 
EUR 1.34 million. Investment intensity (investment 
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Figure 5: Key investment parameters by age of enterprise owner 

Shares in per cent; investment intensity in EUR per full-time equivalent employee 

          Investor share              Positive net investment              Share of expansion investments        Investment intensity 

 
 
Source: KfW SME Panel 2005-2015 
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Figure 6: Originally planned borrowing require-
ments and realised financing volume 

EUR billions 

Note: Volumes extrapolated from the number of employees. Ex-
trapolations include other sectors. It must be taken into account that 
the originally planned borrowing requirements are almost never fully 
realised. Plan revisions due to changed business strategies must 
be taken into account above all. SMEs’ actual demand for credit is 
therefore lower. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2006-2015 
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volume per full-time equivalent employee) also in-
creased by 5 %. 

So while volumes were still lower in the previous year, 
the positive financing environment is now being used 
increasingly for high-volume investments (for detailed 
figures, including a comparison over time, see the 
Volume of tables relating to the KfW SME Panel 
20156). 

Declining propensity to invest is also a de-
mographic problem 
The process of demographic change is altering small 
and medium-sized enterprises.7 The propensity to in-
vest declines with the age of the business owner. This 
trend is also confirmed for the year 2014 (Figure 5). In 
the year under review, 57 % of owners below the age 
of 40 made investments but only 37 % of the over 60-
year-olds did. Furthermore, older entrepreneurs wear 
down the capital stock more often. Only 26 % of older 
business owners make new investments that exceed 
the depreciation of their capital stock. They also invest 
in replacements much less often. 

The average project size, however, differs only slightly 
between older and younger business owners. If older 
owners invested more, a stronger leverage effect 
would set in. However, as owners age, their planning 
horizon becomes shorter, hampering the process. In 
2014, 35 % of business owners were 55 years old or 
older. The average age of owners is 50.3 years. From 
the perspective of the owner, many investments then 
have an excessively long amortisation period (process 
innovations also decrease as owners grow older8). 
That reduces incentives and the more long-term an 

investment is, the lower the incentive. As a result, it is 
precisely those projects that would make the company 
more competitive that are implemented less often. 

Timely succession arrangements for managing the 
business after the owner has retired therefore still re-
main important. Around 17 % of small and medium-
sized enterprise owners (+/-2 percentage points) were 
planning to hand over or sell the company to a suc-
cessor by the year 2018 (2013: 16 % / 2012: 15 %).9 
The number of planned successions has thus in-
creased slightly to around 618,000  
(2013: 580,000 / 2012: 540,000).  
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Figure 7: Demand for credit in the SME sector by size class and sector 

EUR billions; size class by number of full-time equivalent employees 

 

Notes: Volumes extrapolated from the number of employees. Owing to slight variations in calculation methods, the total demand for credit 
shown in Figure 6 for the overall SME sector does not fully match the presented cumulative sum per year. Extrapolations include other sectors. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2006-2015 
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Figure 8: SMEs’ borrowing requirements 

Proportion of SMEs with borrowing requirements in per cent 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2006-2015 
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Demand for credit has increased noticeably 
SMEs are increasingly turning to banks and savings 
banks to finance their higher investments. The upturn 
in credit demand for investments accelerated again in 
2014. The original borrowing requirements reported 
by small and medium-sized enterprises increased for 
the third consecutive year. After a EUR 16 billion in-
crease that was already apparent in the previous year 
(+16 %), their demand for loans in 2014 rose again by 
EUR 9 billion or +8 % to approximately EUR 128 bil-
lion (Figure 6).  

Small SMEs and service companies account for a 
large portion of the additionally planned credit de-

mand. Small SMEs with fewer than five employees 
and a demand increase of nearly EUR 8 billion and 
enterprises that provide knowledge-intensive ser-
vices10, with a plus of EUR 7 billion, stand out in this 
segment (Figure 7). 

The momentum on the credit market will continue in 
2015. The KfW Credit Market Outlook for the first 
quarter of 2015 shows a 4.5 % increase in new lend-
ing business between credit institutions and enterpris-
es and self-employed persons.11 Lending conditions 
have improved yet again on last year, indicating con-
tinuing strong momentum.  

More loan negotiations were held 
The higher demand for loans reflects the significant 
growth in investment volume last year. Given the his-
torically low borrowing costs, a strong incentive exists 
to finance investment projects with debt capital. In 
2014, more small and medium-sized entrepreneurs 
again made their way to banks and savings banks to 
apply for investment loans (Figure 9). A total of 
537,000 SMEs conducted loan negotiations, which is 
nearly 37 % of all investors (and just under 15 % of all 
SMEs). That is an increase of 4 percentage points or 
64,000 enterprises on the previous year. But this 
should not hide the fact that, in a historic comparison, 
they are still reluctant to borrow. In 2008, for example, 
737,000 SMEs conducted loan negotiations (see Vol-
ume of tables, Table 19).  
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Figure 9: SMEs with loan negotiations 

In per cent 

 

Figure 10: Importance of large loans as a pro-
portion of credit demand 

Share in total loan volume requested in the corresponding year 
in per cent 

 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2007-2015                              Source: KfW SME Panel 2011-2015 
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Trend towards demand for higher loan vol-
umes stabilises 
Demand for large loans of more than EUR 500,000 in-
increased yet again in 2014 (Figure 8). In the smaller 
size categories, demand for loans between 
EUR 20,000 and EUR 50,000 rose significantly. De-
mand for very small loans of up to EUR 20,000, on 
the other hand, was at an all-time low. Never before 
had fewer SMEs requested loans in this size class 
(down by 4 percentage points to 22 %). The average 
loan requirement of an SME was about EUR 256,000.  

The spread in demand for loans by SMEs established 
by KfW Research in the spring of 2015 has decreased 
slightly but remains clearly visible.12 In 2014, compa-
nies with very large borrowing requirements of at least 
EUR 1 million represented only 2.6 % of all applicants 
but accounted for 53 % of the entire volume of loans 
applied for, or EUR 67 billion. This measurable seg-
ment (around 36,000 SMEs in 2014) continues to sig-
nificantly shape SMEs’ demand for investment loans 
(Figure 10).  

Small SMEs and service providers – the most 
prominent borrowers 
SMEs’ demand for loans has grown noticeably in the 
last two years. More SMEs are initiating loan negotia-
tions and requesting significantly higher volumes. 
Three segments in particular stand out: small SMEs 
with fewer than five employees and both sub-
segments of the service sector. They are shaping the 
shift in credit demand among SMEs. They are pre-

sumably the ones that feel the strongest incentives to 
take up loans in order to make use of the favourable 
financing conditions. Various indicators illustrate this. 

The share of investors in each of these segments who 
initiate negotiations on an investment loan with banks 
and savings banks has risen by 7 percentage points 
since the year 2012. The increase was from 22 to 
29 % for the segment of small SMEs, from 28 to 35 % 
for knowledge-intensive service providers and from  
34 to 41 % for other service providers in 2014. 

Not just the propensity to enter into loan negotiations 
has increased but so has the loan amount requested, 
shifting noticeably to higher volumes. Whereas three 
years ago 45 % of the enterprises in these three seg-
ments were applying for loans of no more than EUR 
20,000, that share dropped to only 26 % in 2014. At 
the same time, the proportion of enterprises in these 
segments that had higher loan requirements upwards 
of EUR 100,000 climbed from 7 % in the year 2012 to 
now 12 %. 

In other words: the average loan requirement of a 
small SME increased by 63 % between 2012 and 
2014 (2014: EUR 105,000 / long-term average since 
2004: EUR 78,000), of an SME in the segment of oth-
er services by 38 % (2014: EUR 216,000 / since 2004: 
EUR 154,000) and of a knowledge-intensive service 
provider by as much as 110 % (2014: EUR 
377,000 / since 2004: EUR 216,000). 
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Figure 11: SME investment finance 

Financing sources by number of full-time equivalent employees (percentage of investment volume) 

Note: Extrapolated from the number of employees to the investment volume. Other includes private equity and mezzanine capital, among oth-
ers. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2005-2015 
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Trend towards bank loans continues 
The rise in demand is apparent in the composition of 
investment finance. The share of bank loans in the to-
tal volume of investment finance rose by 1 percentage 
point to 31 % in the year 2014 (Figure 11). This corre-
sponds to roughly EUR 63 billion (+ EUR 6 billion on 
2013). Demand for short-term bank loans with maturi-
ties of up to 5 years and longer-term bank loans with 
maturities of more than five years is roughly the same 
– taking 14 % (long-term average over the years 
2005–2014: 16 % or EUR 30 billion) and 16 % (long-
term average for 2005-2014: 15 % or EUR 28 billion), 
respectively, of the total volume.  

Larger SMEs with 50 and more employees again in-
creased the share of bank loans in their financing mix 
(+3 percentage points). Smaller SMEs also took ad-
vantage of the favourable credit environment (see 
above), increasingly opting for financing from banks 
and savings banks (+4 percentage points). 

Promotional funds accounted for 15 % of the invest-
ment volume (some EUR 30 billion). This raised the 
overall volume of borrowed funds taken up by 
EUR 12 billion. Another 5 % of the SME investment 
volume was financed from other sources (such as pri-
vate equity or mezzanine capital). 

The self-financing capacity of SMEs has remained 
consistently strong. In 2014 they generally financed 
49 % of their investment expenditure with funds of 
their own. Despite a slight drop on the previous year  
(-3 percentage points), the volume remained on a 

consistently high level of EUR 99 billion as a result of 
increased investment expenditure. Most of the in-
crease in investments in 2014 was thus financed not 
from the companies’ own funds but largely through 
debt. The conditions for this were favourable, which is 
evidenced, among other things, by the EUR 15 billion 
drop since 2009 in SMEs’ annual interest expenses 
(2014: EUR 38 billion). So SMEs’ reserves are likely 
to continue growing.  

In 2014, the enterprises no longer required 
EUR 29 billion of the EUR 128 billion in bank loans 
they had originally planned to finance their invest-
ments (see Figure 6). This revision of borrowing plans 
as a result of changes to investment or financing 
plans reached a quota of 23 % (2013: 22 %). This rela-
tively low ratio, which was similar to that of last year, 
reflects a good economic situation. In contrast, during 
the crisis years of 2008 and 2009, a very high 32 % of 
planned credit requirements were revised downward. 

Investment loans are still easy to access … 
High demand met with good supply. Banks and sav-
ings banks continued to impose few restrictions on 
lending (Figure 12). The share of SMEs that were 
successful in all loan negotiations stabilised at 63 % 
after a slight damper in the previous year (2013: 
57 %). While the share of SMEs that were unsuc-
cessful in all negotiations due to lack of loan offers 
from their bank increased slightly to 16 % in 2014 
(14 % in 2013), by and large investment loans re-
mained easily accessible nonetheless. 
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Figure 14: Failed loan negotiations by company 

size 

All negotiations failed – bank presented no offer; size classes by 
full-time equivalent employees 

 

Note: Extrapolated from the number of companies. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2005-2015 
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Figure 13: Estimated credit demand not realised 

for lack of loan offer from the bank as a 
percentage of actual credit demand 
(‘credit supply gap’) 
 

Note: The percentages are based on loan volumes extrapolated 
from the number of employees. They were calculated by subtracting 
the sum no longer needed from the enterprise’s original credit re-
quirement. The resulting ‘actual credit demand’ is compared with 
the realised financing volume. The difference is defined as the 
‘credit supply gap’. 
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Figure 12: Outcome of loan negotiations 

Note: Extrapolated from the number of companies. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2005-2015 
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The credit supply gap is a mirror image of the favour-
able conditions (Figure 13). In 2014 banks were una-
ble to meet credit demand totalling EUR 1.5 billion 
due to lack of loan offers (2013: EUR 0.5 billion). This 
is a quota of 2 % of the actual credit demand (which 
was calculated by subtracting the sum no longer 
needed from the initial credit requirement). A compar-
ison with the long-term average – 9 % for the period 
from 2005 to 2014 – again underscores the comforta-
ble situation in credit availability. 

Smaller SMEs were also able to benefit from the fa-
vourable conditions in their loan negotiations last 
year. The credit supply gap for SMEs with fewer than 
ten employees did increase to 7.5 % (Figure 13) but 
this was a moderate increase in relation to the very 
strong rise in credit demand of 16 % on the previous 
year in this sub-segment (Figure 7). Banks and sav-
ings banks are hardly likely to meet this additional 
credit demand in full. For SMEs with fewer than five 
employees, the proportion of all successful negotia-
tions with banks and savings banks in 2014 increased 
to 61 % (+7 percentage points – see Table 20 in the 
Volume of tables for details and long-term values). 

Nevertheless, these partial findings should not hide 
the fact that their loan negotiations overall clearly 
failed more often than for larger SMEs – despite rela-
tively open access to credit (Figure 14). The rate of 
loan denials among enterprises with fewer than five 
employees was 19 % in 2014, while for SMEs with 50 
and more employees it was just 3 %. Small SMEs of-
ten lack well-established relationships that have 
grown over time between them and credit institutions. 
The information differentials are relatively high as a 
result.  

The situation is similar for very young enterprises that 
have been in business for up to five years.13 Their rate 
of loan denials in 2014 was 23 % (2013: 24 %) – only 
54 % of young SMEs were successful in all negotia-
tions (2013: 50 %). If the loan amounts applied for are 
(too) low from the point of view of banks or savings 
banks, lenders often shy away from the large effort in-
volved in reducing these information differentials. This 
can result in, among other things, risk premiums on 
interest or high collateral requirements. 

Focus on rejected loan applications: 
causes ... 
Loan negotiations have been failing for similar rea-
sons for years (Figure 15). The currently easy access 
to credit has also done little to change this. Between 
2006 and 2014 the main reason for a bank or savings 
bank to refuse to make a loan offer was lack of collat-
eral (60 %). Insufficient credit worthiness or equity fre-
quently led to a denial of requests for credit by SMEs 
as well (50 %). Recently, however, a trend has been 
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Figure 15: Causes of failures in loan negotiations 2006 to 2014 

Size class by number of full-time equivalent employees (percentage of enterprises); the chart shows the mean value for each reason for denial 
from the extrapolated individual values for the years 2006 to 2014 

                Reason for denial by the bank                                                               Reason for denial by the enterprise 

 

Note: Database for denials by enterprises: all enterprises that turned down a loan offer from a bank themselves on at least one occasion and 
whose negotiations therefore failed. Database for denials by banks: all enterprises that received no offer from a bank on at least one occasion 
and whose loan negotiations therefore failed. Values extrapolated from the number of SMEs. Extrapolations without enterprises from other sec-
tors. Multiple answers were possible. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2007-2015 
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emerging. While insufficient collateral remained a ma-
jor reason for denial, the importance of insufficient 
creditworthiness is decreasing from the perspective of 
credit institutions. This reflects how SMEs’ returns on 
sales and equity ratios have developed positively for 
years now as major indicators for lending decisions. 
The 2015 Business Survey also attests to the fact that 
creditworthiness of enterprises in Germany has im-
proved on a broad front.14 

SMEs, for their part, most often decline offers made to 
them on the grounds of excessively high interest rates 
(47 %). This ratio has even increased slightly in the 
past two years. Many SMEs, particularly the smaller 
ones, are unable to furnish the required collateral 
(27 %). Major differences arise where enterprises 
have received a better offer, with larger SMEs then 
declining an offer significantly more often (44 %) than 
smaller SMEs (25 %). This difference has grown in the 
past years. It indicates that larger SMEs increasingly 
have more financing options available than smaller 
ones, which have fewer options and are more likely to 
accept loan offers that impose unfavourable condi-
tions on them. 

… and consequences 
When negotiations on investment loans fail, tradition-
ally SMEs present themselves as strong investors 
nevertheless. This is due to the long-standing practice 
of building up own reserves. They have often retained 

profits and increased their financial buffer, thus reduc-
ing their dependence, as it were. Their high capacity 
to invest confirmed this in the year 2014 as well (Fig-
ure 16). 

Where loan negotiations were unsuccessful because 
the bank failed to provide an offer, the SMEs invested 
around 49 % of the original investment sum – the 
highest value ever measured, after 52 % in 2013. Ac-
cordingly, ‘only’ 51 % of the planned investment vol-
ume was not invested as a result of the bank’s refusal 
to offer finance (EUR 7.7 billion – three quarters of 
which represented SMEs with fewer than ten employ-
ees). Where the enterprises for their part declined of-
fers, they nevertheless succeeded in realising 82 % of 
the planned investment volume (with the volume not 
invested amounting to EUR 4.5 billion). Where nego-
tiations were successful, almost the entire sum initially 
intended was then also invested (94 %). 

But growth surge failed to materialise in 2014 
as well 
Small and medium-sized enterprises were able to 
grow in 2014 as well, if only on a moderate level. The 
momentum increased slightly on the previous year, 
with an average turnover growth rate of 3.3 % (2013: 
1.9 %). Despite stable positive growth overall, SMEs 
have been treading a path of rather subdued growth 
for around three years now (Figure 17). No sector or 
size class reached the level of 2011. 
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Figure 16: Realised investment volume as a per-
centage of planned investment volume 
after failed loan negotiations 

 

 

Note: The percentages are based on loan volumes extrapolated 
from the number of employees. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2006-2015 
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Figure 17: Annual employment and turnover growth rates 
In per cent 

 
Note: Values extrapolated from the number of employees. Extrapolations include other sectors. Missing data on employees were imputed. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2006-2015 
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International business subdued again – large en-
terprises continued to lose ground 
The enterprises recorded a decline in international 
turnover in 2014 as well. Over the years, the volume 
of international trade dropped by EUR 11 billion (-2 %) 
to now EUR 534 billion. For comparison: in the years 
2011 and 2012, they were still able to turn over 
EUR 597 billion and EUR 584 billion, respectively. To-
tal German exports amounted to EUR 1,134 billion in 
2014, after around EUR 1,100 billion in the two previ-
ous years.15 So while German exports increased by 
3.7 % overall despite the geopolitical tensions in many 
parts of the world, SMEs became less relevant on the 
global market. Hope remains that SMEs will also be 
able to benefit from the currently high level of exports 
(increase in German enterprises’ overall export vol-
ume from January to July 2015 of 6.8 % on the pre-

vious year). 

Due to the decline in absolute volume, the share of to-
tal turnover generated by internationally operating 
SMEs outside Germany also fell by 2.2 percentage 
points to 26.5 % (2013: 28.3 %). This is the third con-
secutive decline in this indicator, which has dropped 
to the lowest level since the KfW SME Panel was first 
conducted. 

Around 735,000 German SMEs operate internation-
ally. That is a share of 23 % of all SMEs – and a sig-
nificant increase on the previous year (2013: 20 %). In 
other words, SMEs are present on international mar-
kets more frequently but are losing turnover at the 
same time. To explain this we just need to look at the 
segments. In 2014, the small SMEs with fewer than 
five employees in particular were more strongly repre-
sented internationally (share of internationally active 
SMEs +4 percentage points). But while their high 
numbers add to the total number of internationally ac-
tive SMEs, they contribute comparatively little turn-
over volume. Large SMEs and manufacturing SMEs 
generate the highest share in international turnover, 
and these two segments often overlap. Enterprises in 
both these segments lost much ground in 2014:  
 
a.)  Larger SMEs with 50 and more employees re-
duced their foreign business for the fifth time in a row; 
53.7 % of these SMEs generate foreign turnover  
(-6.4 percentage points from 2009). Their international 
trade volume fell by EUR 31 billion in 2014 alone (-10 
percentage points in the share of total turnover).  
 
b.)  Manufacturing SMEs are also strongly affected. 
Their international turnover has fallen continuously by 
a total of EUR 36 billion since 2010. The share of in-
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Figure 18: Share of foreign turnover in overall turnover volume (total and by region) 

In per cent; enterprises with international business only 

                       Total foreign business                                               Europe                                               Non-European markets 

 

Note: The values shown refer exclusively to those enterprises that have generated foreign turnover in the corresponding regions. The individual 
figures for “Europe” and “non-European markets” therefore do not add up to “total foreign business”. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2011-2015 
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Figure 20: SMEs in Europe 
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Source: KfW SME Panel 2011-2015 
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Figure 19: Share of internationally-active enter-
prises 

Size classes according to FTE employees 

 

 

Note: Number of enterprises extrapolated 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2005-2015 
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ternationally active enterprises fell in both sub-
segments in 2014 as well – in R&D-intensive manu-
facturing16 by -1.1 percentage points to 64.6 % and 
other manufacturing by -0.2 percentage points to 
32.3 %. We already reported this development last 
year, which has now intensified again. 

European turnover is steady on a low level 
The downward trend in Europe appears to have 
stopped for the time being (Figure 20). Foreign turn-
over in Europe stabilised at EUR 356 billion in the 
year 2014 (- EUR 1 billion on 2013). In addition, the 
share of German SMEs doing business in Europe in-
creased again, rising by 2 percentage points to 21 %.  

For the first time in three years, Europe’s share in 
German SMEs’ total foreign turnover increased again 
in 2014, reaching 67 %. Current data also give reason 
to hope for a stable upswing in the medium term. 
Growth in the euro area has recovered slightly since 
the beginning of 2015. Overall conditions are improv-
ing, particularly in the crisis-ridden economies. A 
moderate growth rate of 1.3 % can be expected for the 
year as a whole.17 

Europe’s relative strength, however, is also the result 
of weak sales of small and medium-sized enterprises 
to countries outside Europe in 2014, which were 
EUR 10 billion lower than the previous year (-5 % to 
EUR 178 billion). Correspondingly, the turnover of 
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Figure 21: SMEs’ business expectations up to 2017 

 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2010-2015 
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German SMEs doing business outside Europe fell by 
more than two percentage points to 14.4 % of their to-
tal turnover. The outlook for SMEs for 2015 is hardly 
any better. This is primarily due to the most recent 
developments in China and possible contagion effects 
on other emerging economies. 

But expectations up to 2017 are improving 
German SMEs’ confidence is rising moderately (Fig-
ure 21). After a continuous decline in sentiment over 
the last few years, current results reflect a cautious re-
turn to optimism. Turnover and earnings expectations 
for the years 2015–2017 signal a trend reversal. The 
KfW-ifo SME Barometer recently signalled a positive 
mood as well, with the finding that both the current 
business situation and the expectations of small and 
medium-sized enterprises have been improving for 
several months.18 Neither the developments involving 
Greece nor the crisis in the Middle East nor the 
changing relationship of the euro area to Russia have 
so far depressed the mood. SMEs are expecting the 
economic upswing to continue. With regard to turno-

ver, positive expectations are 17 percentage points 
higher on balance than negative expectations  
(+3 percentage points). With regard to earnings, the 
balance is +13 percentage points in positive territory 
(+2 percentage points). Business expectations as an 
aggregate indicator of turnover and earnings pro-
spects19 also indicate that SMEs are more optimistic 
about the future than in previous years. The balance 
between optimistic and pessimistic expectations im-
proved by 3 percentage points to +18 in 2014. Never-
theless, this is still a far cry from the +25 percentage 
points reached in the year 2010. 

Confidence is rising – a positive sign for growth 
and investment 
The business expectations articulated by the enter-
prises in the past have proven to be an accurate pre-
dictor of their actual business development. On that 
basis, business growth can be anticipated to acceler-
ate. Furthermore: KfW Research has shown that posi-
tive turnover and earnings expectations are instru-
mental for determining SMEs’ willingness to invest.20 
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Figure 22: Correlation between business expectations and investment activity (2009-2014) 
 

                      Investor share         Investment intensity 

                                                                                                 In EUR per employee 

 

Note: The indicator for business expectations is calculated in accordance with the procedure described in endnote 19. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2010-2015 
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Figure 23: Types of investment and business expectations 

In per cent 

Note: The indicator for business expectations is calculated in accordance with the procedure described in endnote 19. Right column: proportion 
of the investment sum spent on replacement acquisitions or capacity expansions. Average figures for the respective group. The figure does not 
include other investments. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2010-2015 
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When SMEs are more optimistic about the future, the 
proportion of investors among them is significantly 
higher (Figure 22). In 2014, more than half of SMEs 
(51 %) with positive business expectations for the 
years 2015–2017 made investments. In contrast, only 
around one third of SMEs with negative business ex-
pectations were willing to invest (36 %). Of those 
SMEs that expected no change in their business, only 
34 % invested. Differences were equally clear in the 
amounts invested. Optimistic enterprises invested 

around EUR 10,100 per full-time equivalent employee 
in 2014, while pessimistic SMEs invested only about 
half as much – around EUR 5,300. Enterprises with 
unchanged business expectations invested around 
EUR 7,500, which was also significantly less. 

Optimistic enterprises also invest more in expansion 
(Figure 23). Investments in additional capacity are of 
particular relevance because they increase production 
potential and contribute to long-term competitiveness. 
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Figure 25: Reasons for decreasing investments in 2015 

In per cent; only enterprises with reduction plans compared with 2014 

Note: Multiple responses were possible. The three most important causes for reduction were considered. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2015 (additional survey September 2015) 
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Figure 24: Reasons for increasing investments in 2015 

In per cent; only enterprises with expansion plans compared with 2014 

Note: Multiple responses were possible. The three most important causes for expansion were considered. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2015 (additional survey September 2015) 
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While enterprises that look to the future with optimism 
invested an average of 47 % of their investment vol-
ume in capacity expansions between 2009 and 2014, 
that proportion was significantly lower (27 %) in enter-
prises with negative business expectations. These en-
terprises, for their part, invested a significantly higher 
proportion in replacements (64 %). 

Thus, uncertainty continues to be a major obstacle to 
investment. However, SMEs’ current optimism is on 
the rise. This gives reason to hope for increasing 
growth and accelerating investments over the medium 
term. 

Outlook for 2015: 
investments are on an upward trend ... 
A gentle continuation of the investment upturn is in-
deed becoming apparent for 2015. This was con-
firmed by the representative additional survey to the 
KfW SME Panel conducted in September 2015 (see 
explanatory box at the end of this report). It found that 

in the current year, 26 % of all SMEs will increase their 
investments on the previous year. In contrast, 18 % of 
SMEs expect a reduction for the year as a whole. 
More than half (56 %) will invest roughly the same 
amount.  

Further evidence is that by mid-September 2015 only 
30 % of SMEs had postponed, reduced or abandoned 
at least one planned investment project (at the same 
time last year, that proportion still stood at 45 %). For 
the current year, the investments originally planned 
but ultimately not realised would thus amount to an 
aggregate of EUR 34 billion (previous year: 
EUR 41 billion). 

... because the enterprises (want to) grow and 
innovate 
SMEs invest when their turnover increases: 58 % of 
SMEs that are increasing their investments in 2015 at-
tribute it to a positive development of their turnover 
(Figure 24). This illustrates once again the importance 
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Table 2: Variation in number of employees in the SME sector and number of SMEs between 2004 and 2014 
by size class 

Employment size classes by number of employees 

 Growth 2004 to 2014 
Variation num-
ber of SMEs 

 Absolute In per cent Absolute 

   Fewer than 10 employees +1,580,000 +19 +178,200 

   10 to 49 employees +1,415,000 +27 +7,300 

   50 and more employees +1,663,000 +15 +4,900 

Total SMEs +4,658,000 +19 +190,400 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2005-2015 

 

of (private) consumption in the German SME sector. If 
domestic demand is on course, optimism and invest-
ments by SMEs follow. 

Necessary replacement investments were a further 
driver of those SMEs that are increasing their invest-
ment activity (41 %), although this deserves a closer 
look. A comparison with Figure 2 confirms the situa-
tion shown there – larger SMEs mentioned replace-
ment investments significantly more frequently (53 %) 
than small SMEs (39 %). This pattern has already 
been visible over the past years. 

More than one third of German SMEs willing to make 
investments in 2015 are doing this in connection with 
the introduction of new products or services (39 %). 
That is a positive sign because the standstill in Eu-
rope has recently caused innovation activity in the 
SME sector to contract several times.21 This also 
gives reason to hope for an end to the barren spell in 
innovations in the SME sector, which have decreased 
for the last three consecutive years. KfW Research 
will present an updated detailed survey of innovation 
activity in the German SME sector in the KfW SME 
Innovation Report in early 2016. 

Digitalisation offers particularly high invest-
ment potential 
Digitalisation could play a major role in future invest-
ment activity. Modern digital technologies and digital 
interconnectivity are becoming increasingly important. 
Managing these changes poses great challenges for 
all businesses (keywords: industry 4.0, social media, 
big data). Corporate strategies need to be adapted, 
requirements and customer preferences are chang-
ing. Companies need to respond and many SMEs al-
ready are. A special publication of the KfW SME Pan-
el will therefore be dedicated to the steadily increasing 
importance of this topic. Data protection in SMEs’ 
business practice will be a central theme. 

What is slowing down investments? 
A leaning towards financial independence 
and limited growth ambitions 
Two thirds of the SMEs (60 %) that are reducing their 
investments in 2015 simply do not see the need for 
more investment from their individual business per-
spective. Falling turnover expectations prevent 33 % 
of SMEs from making additional investments (Fig-
ure 25). 

In addition, almost the same proportion of SMEs 
(27 %) is not planning to expand their business. Self-
employed professionals in particular very rarely have 
growth ambitions (49 %). This result reflects the fact 
that a large number of small enterprises – often sole 
traders but not exclusively – give greater weight to 
staying in business than to expansion or quantitative 
growth. Their main priority is to generate their own in-
come from self-employment. Capacity-expansion 
strategies that require additional investment (such as 
venturing abroad, hiring staff) tend to be rare in these 
cases. Underscoring yet again the dampening effect 
on investment activity, more than three quarters of 
SMEs that have no intention to grow (77 %) also indi-
cated that they simply had no need to invest. 

German SMEs generally value their financial inde-
pendence. That has enabled them to fill their accounts 
in the past and puts them in the position to respond to 
current developments with funds of their own. Never-
theless, their reduced penchant for borrowing can al-
so hamper their business development. Thirty-one per 
cent of SMEs that are reducing their investments in 
2015 explained that they did not wish to incur further 
debt – even in the light of historically low interest rate 
levels. 

The SME sector is fast approaching the next 
jobs record – employment up 19 % since 2004 
The German labour market presented itself in a more 
than robust condition in 2014 as well, with employ-
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Figure 26: Trend towards shorter working hours in Germany 

Persons in employment and hours worked per person 

 
Source: National accounts 
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ment rising significantly. The total number of persons 
engaged in economic activity was 42.7 million.22 
SMEs accounted for a sizeable share of the rise in 
employment by around 860,000 persons on the pre-
vious year, contributing almost two thirds of the in-
crease (+509,000 persons or +1.8 %) and employing 
around 29.1 million persons. Large-scale enterprises 
and the public sector also increased their workforce 
by around 350,000 (+2.7 %). Small and medium-sized 
enterprises thus account for 68.1 % of employment in 
Germany. 

The data of the past ten years (2004 to 2014) again 
underscore the contribution of the SME sector to the 
‘job miracle’ of Germany (Table 2). Since the year 
2004, 4.7 million persons joined the workforce of 
small and medium-sized enterprises (+19 %). It was 
not only large SMEs that created employment. Small 
SMEs and self-employed professionals employed 1.6 
million persons more in 2014 than in 2004. Measured 
against the base level of 2004, medium-sized SMEs 
with 10 to 49 employees experienced the strongest 
growth, with an increase of 27 %. 

In line with the rise in the number of persons in em-
ployment, full-time equivalent employment23 grew at a 
positive rate of +2.8 % in 2014 as well (2013: 2.1 %, 
see Figure 17). All size classes and sectors experi-
enced higher growth momentum on the previous year. 
Enterprises in the R&D-intensive manufacturing sec-
tor posted the highest growth rate (+3.7 %). Above-
average growth rates were also recorded by medium-
sized SMEs with five to nine employees, however, 
(+3.3 %) as well as by companies with ten to 49 em-
ployees (+3.4 %). 

Part-time employment grew more strongly in relative 
terms (+4.2 %) than full-time employment (+1.3 %). 

Among other reasons, this may reflect the rise in the 
social importance of more flexible employment ar-
rangements and employees’ stronger desire for a bal-
ance between work and family life. Part-time employ-
ment has been on the rise in Germany for some time 
now, as the average number of hours worked is de-
creasing although the total number of persons in em-
ployment is growing (Figure 26).24 Small and medium-
sized enterprises can hardly ignore this trend either. 

Apprentices: SMEs shoulder more and more 
responsibility 
The number of apprentices in SMEs has decreased 
slightly on the previous year. Their numbers were 
down 0.7 %, or 9,000 persons, in the year 2014. Ap-
prentice numbers have been falling markedly across 
Germany for years (2014: -2.3 %). Decreasing student 
numbers, the general demographic development and 
a growing orientation to tertiary education are leading 
to a continuous decline. SMEs can buck this trend (for 
now), employing more than 1.2 million apprentices in 
2014 as well. SMEs thus provide 89 % of all appren-
ticeships in Germany, which shows that training activi-
ty has yet again shifted more to small and medium-
sized enterprises (+2 percentage points on 2013). 
Many SMEs consider in-company training as the core 
mechanism for responding to possible future skills 
shortages and securing skilled workers.25  

The downside of lower turnover and higher 
employment: limp productivity growth 
SME productivity growth26 has flatlined (Figure 27). At 
-0.6 %, the annual labour productivity growth rate in 
2014 was negative, albeit only slightly. It was the 
fourth decline in productivity in the last ten years. Ex-
pressed in index points: against the base year of 2003 
(= 100 index points), SMEs achieved an average of 
94 index points in 2014 (2013: 95). This represents a 
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Figure 27: SME productivity by size class (left) and sector (right) 

Size classes by number of full-time equivalent employees 

Note: The figure shows indexed values (2003=100) of labour productivity (turnover per full-time equivalent employee). Missing data on turnover 
and employees were imputed. Extrapolated from the number of employees. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2004-2015 
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turnover of around EUR 123,000 per full-time equiva-
lent employee (-1,000 on the previous year). 

The reduced productivity gap between small SMEs 
and large SMEs looks positive at first glance. Given 
the advantages they have in regard to fixed costs, 
specialisation and efficiency, large SMEs generally 
have a structural advantage over small SMEs, as the 
latter can only benefit from these to a limited extent. 
From this perspective, it would be positive for the 
small enterprises to close in on the large ones. How-
ever, it has become evident that the productivity dif-
ferential27 between small enterprises with fewer than 
five employees and large SMEs with 50 and more 
employees, which has shrunk to 34 % (2013: 39 %), is 
not due to the desired strength of small enterprises. 
Rather, the cause is the relative weakness of large 
SMEs. Expressed in index points: small SMEs have 
maintained their level of 95 from the previous year 
(2013 to 2014: -0.4 %) while large SMEs experienced 
a significant decline of ten index points from 127 to 
117 (growth rate from 2013 to 2014: -8.2 %). 

The R&D-intensive manufacturing sector, which used 
to be the ‘productivity engine’ of the SME sector, so to 
speak, ran out of steam in 2014 (for the time being). 
The labour productivity growth rate fell sharply into 
negative territory (-17.3 %) but not only there. SMEs in 
the construction industry (-14.5 %) and knowledge-
intensive services (-12.2 %) experienced a decline as 
well. Other manufacturing enterprises also recorded a 
7 % drop. 

It remains to be seen whether R&D-intensive manu-
facturing enterprises and large SMEs specifically will 
be able to again play the role of long-term drivers of 
SME productivity growth. Efficiency is an important 

factor for these segments as they face much more in-
ternational competition than other segments. 

The necessary productivity boost across the SME 
sector failed to materialise in 2014. SMEs are not the 
only ones affected, however, as Germany’s productiv-
ity overall has stagnated noticeably in recent years. 
Labour productivity (measured as real GDP per per-
son employed) as an internationally acknowledged 
measure for an economy has largely moved sideways 
since the year 2006.28 It has flatlined at an index value 
of about 105 (base year 2003=100 index points). 
Thus, German labour productivity was lower in 2014 
than in many comparable countries and regions, with 
Italy being the only country to perform more poorly 
(index value of 97). The USA and Sweden, for exam-
ple, achieved a productivity level of 113, France 107 
and Japan 108. 

Returns on sales have risen slightly 
The turnover growth in the SME sector has had a pos-
itive impact on enterprises’ profitability (Figure 28). 
The average returns on sales29 of German SMEs rose 
by 0.3 percentage points to 7.0 % in 2014 (6.7 % in 
2013). The proportion of SMEs with negative returns 
on sales rose only slightly to 12 % in 2014 (11 % in 
2013), down from a rate of 16 % in 2009. However, 
44 % of SMEs had to accept lower returns on sales 
(2013: 38 %; long-term average: 41 %). The returns on 
sales for these SMEs dropped by 2.9 percentage 
points on average (in the crisis years of 2008 and 
2009, the decline was 4-5 percentage points). Two 
consecutive years of falling returns on sales was re-
ported by 17 % (2013: 21 %), while three consecutive 
years of falling returns on sales was reported by only 
7 %(2013: 9 %). These two crisis indicators thus signal 
what may be termed a generally reduced threat po-
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Figure 28: SME returns on sales by size class (left) and sector (right) 

Size classes by number of full-time equivalent employees 

Note: Extrapolated from the number of employees. Mean values weighted against turnover. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2006-2015 
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Figure 29: SMEs’ equity ratios by size class (left) and sector (right) 

Size classes by number of full-time equivalent employees 

Note: Extrapolated from the number of employees. Mean values weighted against turnover. 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2003-2015 
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tential in the SME sector. Roughly 57 % of enterprises 
reported a comparatively high profitability of more 
than 10 % (2013: 60 % / 2012: 56 %). 

The profitability of small SMEs was slightly lower in 
2014 (down 0.7 percentage points to 12.6 %). Large 
SMEs were able to improve their profitability moder-
ately to 4.6 %, an all-time high for this size class. 

A look at the performance of German SMEs over a 
ten-year period again underscores their robust profit-
ability. Since the year 2004, profitability increased 
across all segments. Most prominent is the increase 
in profitability of SMEs providing knowledge-intensive 
services (increase of approx. 4 percentage points) 
and smaller SMEs with fewer than ten employees 
(around 3 percentage points). In contrast, retail and 
wholesale enterprises have shown virtually no change 
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Figure 30: Variation in SMEs’ equity ratio between 2002 and 2014 

Size classes by number of full-time equivalent employees; variation in percentage points 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2003-2015 
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for the past ten years. Their returns on sales have 
stalled at a low level of around 3 %. 

Equity ratio through retention of profits 
remained strong in 2014 
The improved turnover and profit situation was again 
responsible for an increase in the equity base of small 
and medium-sized enterprises. The average equity ra-
tio30 climbed again to now 29.7 %, an increase of 1.1 
percentage points (2013: 28.6 %). Overall, SMEs thus 
achieved a new all-time high in 2014 as well (Fig-
ure 29). 

Nevertheless, not all segments were able to improve 
their equity base. Those that reported a lower equity 
base on average in 2014 than in the previous year 
were small SMEs with fewer than five employees (-0.7 
percentage points), R&D-intensive manufacturing en-
terprises (-0.7 percentage points) and knowledge-
intensive service providers (-1.6 percentage points). 
As in the previous year, 10 % of SMEs reported a 
negative equity ratio in 2014. 

The strong equity base of German SMEs is particu-

larly evident in a long-term comparison (2002 to 2014, 
Figure 30). Over the past twelve years, the mean eq-
uity ratio increased substantially in each size class 
surveyed. In addition, the share of SMEs with a rela-
tively low equity ratio of less than 10 % fell last year 
(2014: 32 % / -4 percentage points on 2013) while the 
share of SMEs with a relatively high equity ratio of at 
least 30 % rose significantly (2014: 40 % / +9 percent-
age points on 2013). 

In other words, profit increases were largely retained 
in the companies to enhance their self-financing ca-
pacity in 2014 as well. The analysis of enterprises’ fi-
nancing behaviour in their investment activities re-
vealed that although they made significantly more in-
vestments in 2014, the use of their own funds for fi-
nancing remained stable as they were seeking more 
external financing. SMEs are thus well-positioned to 
respond to requirements by using more of their own 
funds. 
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Figure 31: SMEs by annual turnover in 2014 

 

Source: KfW SME Panel 2015 
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Figure 32: SMEs by number of employees in 2014 
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Figure 33: SMEs by industry in 2014 
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The structure of SMEs in 2014 
The SME sector covers all enterprises in Germany 
whose annual turnover does not exceed EUR 500 mil-
lion. According to this definition, there were around 
3.67 million SMEs in Germany in the year 2014. The 
SME sector thus accounts for 99.95 % of all enter-
prises in Germany. 

SMEs are small … 
The large majority of SMEs in Germany is small (Fig-
ure 31). A proportion of 86 % of them (or just under 
3.1 million) generate an annual sales turnover of less 
than EUR 1 million. Fewer than 0.4 % (or almost 
14,000) SMEs generate an annual sales turnover of 
more than EUR 50 million. 

The fragmented nature of the SME sector is also re-
flected in the numbers of employees (Figure 32). A 
proportion of 82 % of SMEs have fewer than five em-
ployees (3.0 million) while 1.7 % of SMEs have 50 or 
more employees. The SME sector has become more 
fragmented in the past years, mostly as a result of in-
creasing tertiarisation. 

… and service-oriented 
The majority of German SMEs are service enterprises 
(Figure 33), with 2.76 million – or 75 % of all SMEs – 
operating in service industries, with 1.33 million of 
them providing knowledge-intensive services, a trend 
that is increasing. Around 1.7 % of all SMEs were 
R&D-intensive manufacturers in 2014 (some 63,000 
enterprises). 

Around 3 million SMEs are domiciled in the western 
German states (82 %), while 674,000 (18 %) are domi-
ciled in eastern Germany. 
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SMEs at a glance – key figures 

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

 Investments       

Total share of investors 52 44 47 43 41 43 42 

Share of investors < five full-time-equivalent employees 49 40 43 39 36 39 37 

Share of investors ≥ 50 full-time-equivalent employees 86 82 85 83 85 83 84 

Total investment volume (EUR in billions) 210 176 177 195 191 190 202 

Investment volume < five full-time-equivalent employees (EUR in 
billions) 

57 43 55 48 50 44 53 

Investment volume ≥ 50 full-time-equivalent employees (EUR in bil-
lions) 

78 72 67 80 75 69 71 

Volume of investment in new machinery, equipment and buildings 
(EUR in billions) 

165 139 143 156 145 144 158 

Investment finance        

Initially planned borrowing requirements (EUR in billions) 151 118 106 100 102 119 128 

Total debt capital realised (EUR in billions) 92 77 78 81 80 80 92 

Credit supply gap (EUR in billions) 13 8 7 4 2 1 2 

Net profit ratio        

Average return on sales 5.6 5.1 5.6 5.7 6.0 6.7 7.0 

Average return on sales < 10 FTE employees 9.4 9.8 10.6 11.4 10.3 13.3 12.6 

Average return on sales ≥ 50 FTE employees 4.1 3.1 4.0 3.7 4.4 4.2 4.6 

Proportion of SMEs with losses 15 16 13 12 11 11 12 

Equity base        

Average equity base 25.4 26.3 26.6 26.9 27.4 28.6 29.7 

Average equity base< 10 FTE employees 19.8 20.6 21.6 23.5 18.5 22.8 22.1 

Average equity base ≥ 50 FTE employees 29.0 29.4 28.6 28.1 30.4 31.6 33.8 

Proportion of SMEs with negative equity ratio 10 9 6 6 12 10 10 

Employment trends        

Total employment growth rate 2.1 1.5 2.5 2.6 2.1 2.0 2.8 

FTE growth rate < five FTE employees 3.1 2.5 2.5 3.2 1.2 2.1 2.6 

Development of turnover        

Total turnover growth rate 7.6 -6.2 6.7 8.1 2.4 1.9 3.3 

Turnover growth rate < five FTE employees 10.0 -4.5 6.0 7.0 2.0 2.3 2.3 
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 KfW SME Panel 

 The KfW SME Panel (KfW-Mittelstandspanel) has been conducted since 2003 as a recurring postal survey of small 
and medium-sized enterprises in Germany with annual turnover of up to EUR 500 million.  

 With data based on up to 15,000 companies a year, the KfW SME Panel is the only representative survey of the 
German SME sector, making it the most important source of data on issues relevant to the SME sector. Due to the 
fact that it is representative for SMEs of all sizes and from all branches in Germany, the KfW SME Panel offers pro-
jections for even the smallest companies with fewer than five employees.  A total of 10,515 SMEs took part in the 
current wave. 

 Analyses of long-term structural developments in the SME sector are performed on the basis of the KfW SME 
Panel. The KfW SME Panel gives a representative picture of the current situation, and the needs and plans of 
SMEs in Germany. It focuses on annually recurring information on business performance, investment activity and 
financing structure. This tool is the only way of determining quantitative key figures for SMEs, such as investment 
spending, loan demand or equity ratios. 

 The basic population used for the KfW SME Panel comprises all SMEs in Germany. These include private-sector 
companies from all sectors of the economy with annual turnover of no more than EUR 500 million. The population 
does not include the public sector, banks or non-profit organisations.  There are currently no official statistics 
providing adequate information on the number of SMEs or the number of people they employ. In order to deter-
mine the population of SMEs for 2013 and the population of employees at SMEs in 2013, the German Company 
Register (Unternehmensregister) and the official employment statistics (Erwerbstätigenrechnung) were used for 
the 2014 survey. 

 The KfW SME Panel sample is designed in such a way that it can generate representative, reliable data that are as 
precise as possible. The sample is split into four groups: type of promotion, branches, firm size as measured by the 
number of employees, and region. In order to draw conclusions on the basic population based on the sample, the 
results of the survey are weighted / extrapolated. The four main group characteristics are used to determine the ex-
trapolation factors. These factors look at the distribution in the net sample (in line with the four group characteris-
tics) in relation to their distribution in the population as a whole. Two extrapolation factors are determined in total: 
an unlinked factor for the extrapolation of qualitative parameters based on the number of SMEs in Germany, and a 
linked factor for the extrapolation factors of quantitative parameters based on the number of employees at SMEs in 
Germany. 

  
The survey is conducted by the Financial Services Division of GfK SE on behalf of KfW Bankengruppe. The project 
received expert advice from the Centre for European Economic Research (ZEW) in Mannheim. The main survey of 
the 13th wave of the KfW SME Panel was conducted in the period from 23 February 2015 to 26 June 2015. 

 A Supplementary Autumn 2015 Survey to the KfW SME Panel on current investment plans for the year 2015 
and the focal area of digitalisation and data protection was also conducted by GfK SE in the form of an online sur-
vey during the period from 8 to 18 September 2015. All enterprises that had already participated in this year’s wave 
of the KfW SME Panel and had provided a valid email address were surveyed. Responses from a total of 2,192 en-
terprises were evaluated. As the supplementary survey was linked to the main database of the KfW SME Panel, its 
results also provided a representative picture. 

 Further information can be obtained at www.kfw-mittelstandspanel.de 

 

https://www.kfw.de/KfW-Group/KfW-Research/KfW-Mittelstandspanel.html
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